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j The existing literaturo on the mechanism of transition is reviewed. Oecilla-
Lions in the laminar boundary layer are found to be amplified until the distur p
-ance is so great as to cause a breakdown of the flow. This breakdown is known
Ia3 transition. :in analysis in made of the drag possibilities by means of
boundary layer control assuring certain conditions of transition Reynolds Number,
inlet loss, number of slots, blower efficiency and duct losses. The reenits
appear to be highly favorable. However, experizental investigations on this
matter give conflicting reonits, showing only small gains, and sometimes losses.
An analy3i3 of this Bata indicates that there is a lower limit to the quantity
of air which must be removed at a slot in order to stabilize the laminar flow.
I
j The removal of insufficiont air permits transition to occur. The removal of
excessive amounts of air results in high power costs, with a net drag increase.
With the estimated value of flow coefficient and duct losses equal to half the
dyna,-.dc pressure, drag reductions of 50% may be obtained) with twice this flow
coefficient, the drag saving is reduced to 25%. It is recommended, therefore,
that further research be instigated in order to determine what amount of air
must be removed at a slot in order to (1) stabilize the laminar flow, and (2)
reestablish laminar flows also further studies on slot design should be made.
The recent work on boundary layer effects on compressibility shock should also
be continued.
I.
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While a considerable amount of work has been done on boundary layer removal$
almost all of it has been concerned with improvwgAt of maxiw lift. Very little
work has been done on reduction of drag. Rsrfrence 1 gives sons Information on
dreg reduction but this appears to be principally due to the jet effect of the
discharged air. References 8 end 3. •hile primarily concerned with lift effoots,
also include sane dreg data. taw specific applications for dreg reduction have
been found. Referenne 4 gives results of tests on a glove fitted to one part of
tl-.e wing of a B-18 Lirplcns. Tte drag and the nature of the flow was investigated
for various numbers of slots end volumes of air flow, laminar flow was main-
tulnud up to about 43% chord, tte Feak pressure position.. ."he power cost was
found to be lose than the reduction in drug so that a net gain was obtained.
Referecce 5 gives the results of some German tests on dreg reduction which also
show a net gain. Reference 0 gives some further tests but a net gain was not
realized.
The body of this paper is divided into tbres sections: (1) a review of existing
literature on the meehenias of transition end the ceans of boundary k yer control
for reduction of dreg; (E) a theoretical analysis to determine the possibilities
of dreg reduction by boundary lnyer oontrol; ( 3) analysis of existing experi-
mental work on this matter.
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i b;; ro:.;,arch oa th) sterility of the laminvr boundary layer.
;.tability of lerin , +r bound ry lnyor.--:?arly theoretical work by 'rollmlon and
Schlichtin.'; (da©cribed in reference 7) on ths) stability of the leminar boundary
1^^er Indicated that mmnli:ication of oscillations moss responsible for transition.
Recent experimental studios by 5chubauer and Skrnmstad (reference 7) and
Lto^mRnn ( references 8 Pnd 9) have confirmed thin explanation. The phenomenon
.m p y be described briefly as follows. .
vacillations of some port Pre clwa;• e present in the airstream due to sound, aur-
fnci vibrations, etc. In th9 Inninar lr;Ier those vibrations are initially damped
I
but °ftir the bound-ry lv;ler hRa r.,rown to a certain thiclness, depending upon the
frequency of th^i disturbance, rnrlificntion occurs. the theory indicates that
1 .ftor furthnr thic 1cW ng, of tts b-,unlnry layer, a stablA region is reacted in
which JRnping once 7-ors occurs. however, unless the disturbance Is initially
I ver% , ?resk, the enplifiontion causes the osoillRtion to reach a magnitude so
crnat as to ccu,a a complete breakdown of the flow before the stable region is
ro,;pined. iY.ia breakdown area is known an the transition region.
^	 -	 I
Ir,portsnt olen r,:te in thin picture are the effects of pressure grndlent and sue- i
Linn on transition. It hrw lonr, boon known experimentally that negative pressure
I
rradiont (nccelerRted flow) 19 favorable to nointennnee of laminar flow, whereas
I
I
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positive presewro gradient (decelerated flow) is unfavorable. Recent aersan
theoretical work (reference 10) confirms the effect of pressure gradient and
	 i
also shows that auction has a marked stabilizing effect upon the laminar lyer.
Pressure discharge has great destabilising effect causing transition to occur
lrmediately. Ras (reference 11) has confirmed experimentally the stabilising
effect of suction.
Bcundars lacer cam.-- The actual :mechanical features of boundary later cceitrol
` equipment may be oonsidered as composed of inlets, manifoldingq ducting, and dis-
charge slots. The design of the ducting and discharge slots need not be further
i considered here as ,their design will be based only secondarily on aerodynamic
requirements. Besides, these are yell-'=own and nothing new is involved.
Very little work has been done on the inlet slot design for drag control. Its
reference 12 slots are described which were developed by amoks flow observations.
Ines.-ouch ar, these tests were necessarily performed at very low velocities the
validity of the results is questionable. Heference 13 gives quantitative results
obtained at higher air speeds. Both references indicate that the direction of
entry is not critical, (though backward slots tend to be inferior), that the edges
should be rounded, and that the iner pert of the skit should expand elavU as
in a diffuser (see Figure 1). Under these circumstances the pressure in the
	 .
inner chamber will be very nearly the same as the aurface static pressure. Poorer,
i
designs may incur a considerable pressure loss. It appears, therefore, that for
a good inlet slot, no pressure recovery is to be expected.
It is usually necessuiy to use more than one suction slot along the surfaos and
in order to economixe on ducting, several slots are manifolded. On sin g surfaoem
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rdifficulty usually arises, because the surface static pressure is not the sass
at each slot. The ehai.iber pressure must be auffieiently low to assure that there
is no outNard flow at a lox pressum. r+lot with resulting breakdown of laminar
flow. Under these circurstances a 31ot in a region of relatively high pressure
:nuy have t ,
-)c great a rate Of flOW unless throttling is resorted to, In W
event, the pow-3r cost is increased.
i
Compressibi
 ility effects .— Research has been instituted recently to determine the
effect of boundary layer upon the shock wave and the resultant drag effects
(references 14 – 16). The prelirninary .-esults indicate that the shock wave
characteristics are different in the presence of a laminar boundary layer than
with a turbulent layer, thou,-,h which is preferable is not yet known. It has also
been found that at high velocities in the region of rapid drag increase boundary
layer removal will allow a higher Mach Number to be reached before the drag
coefficient reaches the s:Lie value. Further work is undoubtedly in progress on
I
	
;both these results.
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X pouitio4 of suction slot
I
y
r
distance above surface
	 •'
1 chord length
1	 " wing area.
b boundary layer thickness
critical Re ynolde a^ober, V^/v +
Rl
i
airfoil Reynolds Hummer, Vl/v
I
flight velocity
V . discharge velocity of inducted air
i
i
q, q' dynamic pressures
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x
drag coefficient of flat plate at ? ,
I
CD^v wing drag coefficient with boundary layer control aaauming V 1 s V
C^ equivalent drag coefficient for power expenditure of blower,
I
CDT equiv-silent total drag, CN, ♦ CCD
volune of air inducted per unit time
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volume coefficient, VSV
vu .6uLau coei'ficicnt, ,jIV6
intomril pressure of wing, refer
JUIV i :urE lo g s in duct
pr.,!:su: coefficient, r/q
LIUCto 10:.: ^;VCaIiL-ent, QT/q
I-Ax wer effic'.incy
C
r
J ♦ b
F
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tibsc: ipts
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^.he analysis of dref reduction possible with, toundr.ry iayor rer-ovt.l is n- ces-
serily treed u^on severe. essump tions. The css.Tptioas •,sod tore are as follows:
1. The law of surfres friction is that for a flct plate.
2. The laminar velocity rrofile is assumed to to perrbolie.
Both, of these assumptions introduce sane error tut the res%alts of tte eaFlysis
should to fairly close to the correct vLlues.
Given certain initlel condltlina such as turbulance of the strews. , vibrations,
eta., tr , r.aition free: ler:iner to t. , rbulent floe will tend to occur at a certain
Reynolds hLtr:ber. . If a a action alit Is placed at thi s point, so that air is
re^-ovod just ns transition Is rbout to oocur, thi n the boundary leyer thicken se
will be reduced and the flow sill continue larintIr. When the thiokm ee has
e t,ein incror.sed to that corresponding to transition, another suctio n: slot again
reducer the boundary 1^yer thickn_^as.
V
2b
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The above diagram illustrates three sets of intake slots, the first placed at e
dis:cnce x corresponding to the :ritical Jieynol s \lumber, R. i Yx • The boundary
IV
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layer in the wake is of width 26 , the same as at the first slate The velocity 
it
profile is indicated at the right of the figure. The inducted air is diseharged
elsewhere to the rear at stream velocity. The drag coefficient for laminar f2m
on a flat plate at Reynolds Number & may be designated as CDX
The wing dry is the same as that accumulated up to the first slot and the drag
coefficient is then given by
CDW 0 Cps	
_ cpx
	
^l)
i
To the above drag iijurs must be added the drag equivalent of the powr esaeaded
f
i by the blower. This power cost may be considered in two partes tlbe polar to
I
restore the stream total ].reseure to the inducted airs and the power to caapensate
for ducting losses.
i
iNTAKQ SLOT
i BLOWER	 P'
Pin
V r.
In the literature the internal wing pressure is referred to the stream static is
i
terms of dynamic prbsrure.
CP a . P
q
As stated earliers experanentally it is found that very little energy is recovered
T
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upon induction of the air, and therefore, Cp is re=v, or negative. The inlet loss
La given by q-P, or non-dimensionally
Inlet loss = l - Cp
The additional pressure loss in the ducting is g ltu yotim of duct design, lesgth,'
etc. a6d can be treated only generally hero. This loss may be given as pp • Kq.
The pressure added by the blower is op. The discharged air then has a dymmis
pressure q' given by
q, - q - (q - F) - op +op
AP + P - oP
If the air in discharged at stream velocity (as is usually assumed) then, with
q' a q,
}
op•- q- P+oP	 '
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 	 (2)
or	 I = I - C P + r.	 OF POOR QUALITY
The bl.owrr power required is given as A where Q is the volume of air inducted
per second and hB is the blower efficiency. The equivalent drag coefficient is
given by
The total drag as the result of application of boundary layer control ia, there-
fore, given by
CoT - C o w + C ps	 (4)
Figure 2 gives the drag possibilities with boundary layer control, assuming no
duct losses, Ic s 0. Transition Reynolds Number is assumed to be 4 z lob, inlet
loss is equal to % i.e. Cp
 = 0, exhaust velocity w V, n B ..75. The figure
gives the results for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, and oc number of slots. Contours of
(3 )
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cowitant C^ are indicated. Figure 3 gives the same results for k a .S and
r	 ` fi.gum 4 for K = 1. The meLhod of computation is given in the Appendix.
examination of - the fitures inuicate Lha: for a given Reynolds Number there is a
ruini;,-= number of slots required for drag reduction. The use of more slots with
clecer opac_nL reduces the total drag by reducing the vrlums requirements. The
limit!ng condition is given by the curve representing an infinite number of slots.
It wuuld appoar dosirable, therefore, to use as many slots as possible so as to
reduce the volwae requirements and thereby reduce the losses and power rrgniremeuts.
Note on optimp discharge velocity.-- In the usual '-satments on boundary layer
control it in assumed that the air is discharged at stream velocity. This is
donc: for convenience as it eliminates momentum questions. However, with a bloww
efficiency of less than unity, this is not the optimm condition.
The momentum condition giver
6D, - P o (v - v')
where V c i3 the discharge velocity, or
AC ow = 2cQ ( I— fl.
The corrected energy equation gives
__	
o __	 g'	 1
C °e 9. q	 Z Q (q — CP +k
i and the drag increment is
g
'ac ° e ne C Q	 — I
I 	 II
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Tt c tce.al drag increment is therefore
I
'	 pC D-T =1 oC Dw + &C 015
(	 ,	 11CQ{2(I- V 
	 Tlo[IV) 	 'J	 (5)
then 9 1 a V. equation (5) reduces to zero. The optimum is obtained by setting
the derivative i qual to zero
d°CDr
dam,	 .2 CIO 	 -I) =O
V
or	
V 11
	 n e
The optimum discharge velocity is therefore obtained when the ratio of dis-
charge to stream velocity is equal to the blower efficiency.
i
i
;Iith high blower efficiency this effect is 3cm .11, but with low blower efficiencies
it become:; important osrleeially with large volume coefficients.
I
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Existing ex;erlmental results give conflicting results on the reduction of drag
by boundnry l.-:yer control. Some writers profess to have been successful, where-
as others have not been. The ^revloua Analysis, as presented in figures 1 to 3,
indicates that successful results et.ould be obtained if the velue of CQ is kept
Some further unalysls is therefore indicated.
The published reports seldom Five the individual slot rreesure requirements and
give no d;ta on the bound-ry layer thickness. The volume coefficient for the
Individual slots Js, however, reported. This informetion can be used to ep-
Ise .":e boundary layer condition at the first slot.
s -^ay define CQ^ = ,, = Q. I _ ^I,
.'ow if x l is the position of the first auction slot; tend if it is assumed that
t":e t -,;nd::r., layer hr:s tt.e sr.Ire chr rec ter i stics as for a flot plete; and 9gein
soum:i:4	 -!.rGbolic velocity distribution:
A	 5.50
Then	 r
 Q 6 = C ,4 ?
C  ^A	 (e5.50 X,/ j
is this manner the volume int"xo it the first slot of the various experiments
may be rl!:ced upon L cnrren brneis, the bouadery- 1!-yer thickness 6.
-a rcfere%ce 4 are descrited fli,t-M teats unon a love fitted on the B-13 air-
^1F 2e. the -max.mum test :o.e;-nolds N1.mber, F, = 00 x 10 	 x l /1	 .20; C Q1 Max.
.:CCG4. 1r-is gives CQ a	Nine eucti^n slots from x = .201 to .80 1
	
^.
	
^.K
	
-,,-r --I
..	 (	 ty -, )
^ E
were fitted but laminar flow could not bo maintained beyond the fit 'th slot, cor-
; responding to the peak pressure point. Vibration difficulties were encountered
which produced cracks in the airfoil surfaces. An attempt to utilise more elate
i
by halving the spacing was unsuccessful, no laminar flow bow obtained. How-
ever, with nine slate, at the optimum conditioj),-a total drag reduction, after
I
allowance for blower power, was obtained equal to &C DT
 = -.00023. The drag re-
,cults were not obtained by wake measurements, but computed from surface measure-
: ments of pressure distribution, transition point, and velocity pattern. The
magnitudes of the results are, therefore, questionable.
I In reference 5 are describe  mind tunnel tests on an airfoil. The tests were
^made on single slots and combinations at several angles of attack. Rl
 _ 1.6 x 1061
Ix4/1 :.42; 
C44 - 
.0004 (slot 4 only) and 
C'44 - 
.0002 (slots 4 and 6). These
;values were at :ainimum total drag. This gives CQ 6 = .142 and .071, respectively.
For slot 4 only at C ti4 = .0002, ACDT . -.0006 and at CQ • .0004, ACDr = -.00091
for slots 4 and 6, CK4 = .0002, OCDT = -.0009. In both cases Cp was approximately
1-0.4, surface pressure coefficient -.32. Somewhat larger drag savings were
accomplished with more slots and combinations.
In reference 6 are presented further wind tunnel tests on a model with 15 slots.
'The report presents results using only six slots; one presumes the selected six
( gave the optimum distribution. However, no reduction in total drag was obtained.
The author ascribes this to the high Reynolds number and states that the slots
were too far apart. R1 _ 3.2 x 106 ; x1/1 _ .075; C,41 opt = .00055. This gives
C = .655, a figure much larger than in the two preceding references. Because
!the slots were not close enough, very large quantities of air were exhausted be-
i
fore the wing drag was reduced. The power cost vras so high, because of the large
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rqu.,4,11tie:; of air haridlod, that the total drag was increased by aC Dr . .0007,
The tests described in reference 3 were made primarily for lift increase, but
meaeurenents were also made at low lift coefficients. Only two slots were used,
ithe first one being tested in two positions xl/l a 0.30 and 0.45, and the second
one 2t x2/1 = 0.75. At the forward position at low volume coefficients apparently
i
all the air was inductod at the first slot. Rl = 1.9 x 106; x1/1 = 0.301
C 1 ..0020; therefore . C4b
 = .915. No measurements were made at lift coefficients
lc:s tt.an
 0.4 at this volut:,e eoefficiont but the total drag was increased by .0035.
Fcr the. other ; ^sition t e: t3 vre: e	 at t:ru Reynolds NUiber3. At Rl = 1.9 X 106 j
xl/i = O.l,r; Cpl = .CCC/,; r d = .150; pCL^r _ .001. At Rl = 6 x 106 ; Xl/l s 0.45;
C 1
	 C' = -443; aCpT 	.C-03. The value of Ca b at Rl = 1.9 x 106 is
que.:a?ora,le ', )ecr.ure at rigtu v r volume coefficients, C. 1
 = .00067, the same as at
higher i'k! -nol..s NIV.bur. If this correction is as3uraed C Wa is found to be .250
instead of .150.
ORIGINAL PAGE 1S
The above results may be -urzaarized as follows:	 OF POOR QUALITY
i
f
C^a C^ I	 n
i
CL	 Extent of Laminar Plow
1
.071 -.0006 1 0 ?
.071 -.0009 2 0 ?
.089
-.00023 9 .2 To peak pressure point, .45 1
.112 -.0009 1 0 ?
.150 (' )1 4.. UU 2 0 ?
.256	 (')
.443 .003 2 0 _	 ?
.655 .(XA8 6 0 At least .9 1
.915 .0035 2 .4 ?
It is evident that for small values of C;^, drag reduction is possible. However,
a too small a value it. is not possible to maintain laminar flow against the
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pre3sure Crad!.ont. 7,1s Is ro.-lsonable because adverse pres.oure gradient is do-
stabilizing and ruction is stabilizinu. There is some point at which balance
is achieved. With the :.ieaCer amount of data on hand, it may be assumed that
thls value i , says Cj b _ .150. Assw.ilr4; a parabolic velocity distribution
f-ir the larinar bounlliry Layer, this value •)f C Qa corresponds to y/a. .42. The
v-' ilue of C ^
b
 _ 213 rci,mo,;nts complete removal of the boundary layer.
i
Theoretical and experimental investigations of the distribution across the boundary
layer of the amplitude of the oscillations (reference 7) indicate that the peak
value is reached at appmxi;-iatcly y/6 = 0.2. h10 disturbance exists at yla _ 0.70
at v4ilch point a phase shift occurs, the oscillations I)eyond this point being 1800
out of rha ;e ::-it.h the oscillations close to the surface. At y/6_ .1,2 the oscil-
lation Pjinlitude is approxuratPly half the max i-mvn. If the volume of the inducted
I
'air is too smell, the large amplitude ,disturbances are not removed and transition
i
is not delayed appreciably. The removal of this highly disturbed air is there-
fore necessary to preserve the laminar flow.
If it is assumed that a value of CQd = . 150 is sufficient for the purpose of
stabilizing the flow, then a lower feasible limit is set. This value can be
(translated into G, 	 Cp values as before and is indicated in figures 2 to 4 by
the doshed curve.
•`7
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OF POOR QUALITT
rrom the preceding discussion, it is now evident that some further research is
necessary before drag reduction by boundary layer control can he attempted with
any roal hone of success. Specific work must be undertaken to provide the
rrquired information in tha following categories: (1) the method of stabilizing
the boundary layer so as to maintain laminar flow, (2) the method of reestab-
lishing laminar flow when turbulence has arisen, and (3) further investigations
on Lhe uecign of intake slots.
^t :bilizinpthe laminar flow. - The problem of stabilizing, the laminar flow may
be considered in two parts. The first part is the consideration of the amount
of air that must be withdrarm in order to maintain stability. The experimental
results indicate that there in some minimum quantity, apparently an amount
sufficiently large so as to include the region in which the oscillations have
cached their maximum amplitude. While this quantity has been tentatively set
at C, d . .150 (or about 22%of f•he boundary layer) 9 the exact value i.s not known
I
and further specific research is necessary to determine this quantity exactly.
The second part of this problem is the Spacing of the slots. Can the first slot
and each succeeding slot be places at the position where transition is Just about
to -)c ,:ur'' Or is it necessary to place the slots somewhat ahead of this point,
and, if so, how much?
Reeitablish;ment. of laminar flow. - Another problem closely allied to the above
is the reestabli::hment of laminar flow after the boundary layer has become
turbulent. How much of the t uubulent layer must be removed for this purpose?
It would seem r::=onable to assume that the entire removal of the turbulent
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boundary layer is necessary to establish laminar flaw. No definite information
exist, on this matter, however, and experiment W indicate a smaller or larger
amount to be required. Specific research should be instituted to secum- the
answer to this question.
Design of intake slots. - Existing information on design of intake slots for
crag reduction is very meager. The ideal slot will not produce a disturbaaoe
in tha external flow and will reduce the inlet loss to a minimum value. Thetis
I
is same question as to the flow conditions in the slot under these circumstances,
It has been suggested that it is necessary for tranm+ition to occur just within
the entry
 so that the intRrnal flow is turbulent. This again is a matter
?eguiring complete investiZation.
The above research should preferably be performed in a wind tunnel which is
quite free of turbulence, such as the Bureau of Standards, the NhCA, or the
experimental tunnel at G.dXIT. While some of this infoirution could be
obtained here, the question of spacing requires turbulent free air, perhapo
flight tests.
Unpres3ibilit9. - The research now in progress on the influence of the boundary
! layer on the nature of the shock viave should be continued. The delay of the
critical region by moans of boundary layer control also requires further investi-
gation. This infonastion is invaluable in order to appraise the possible gains
at high Uach Numbers.
i
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:f th-i ;-:rttalic velocity distribution is r,seursd "or t!e bounir.ry layer. the
rr:tio of locLl to str-,rr, velocit.:: is given by
(7)
V
The quantity of A r flo•inv -er unit tire in the stri p
 betheen tho surface and
^ diet- n.:e
	 y	 above	 the	 eurf,,ce	 is f Sven by 
,_	
V dyS0,
ar In coefficient form
Q _ r v
CQ S 	 va
-	
31d^ 1 ^ 1-	 ) (8)
'"re rorc • turn :ass w unit	 tire	 in this s;Lce	 is given by
MI' =	 p J 
r (V-v),vdy
vas [ 6r J=
	
3P
The drag is given by
D M I Q = 5 PVIs
end t' . e :-.om9r. tum tticicneaa is given by
g W M me = a SPv	 16
'.ith tmndury I%yer con ti ol a certEin amount of uir. CQ,, Is removed at a slot
c:.rreapoaftlur to L .a;;er of width y. The moaentum lose in the remaining boundhry
1L,; • er 's vi von ty
a	 ^
I MV ^y 	 V ay
	
II zz	 l
	
V ia [ J. l^ - 3^s_ 3^^-^tJ	 (lo)
SCA1`G AIN, f ,?nFF LC-it.tf -A
^•	 f5
,^.f ► .A	 1	 14,
Purt`.er doonstr y ar there ex! sts c , Hw toundery lRyer with a thickness greeter
I
	
	 t'• e,i that nc n*elly created in the distance from the slot, because of the presence
of the •lrrenovod boundary lr . yer. It is essurr ,!" that immediately after the slot1
tl a unremoved ­ it is reerrl raged into u ^arabolic voIncity distribution having
%or tr.ick: :ess d e but nith the souse momentum as that represented by equation 110).
	
At 18,
	 Mlb	 M lj' 
_ 
2 ^vibl
	
7	 0	 1'f
	then
	
s' _ 5 i	 t	 s
s
...e b unlary	 develo-s along 1 flea rinto, with the ;n.rEbolic l-w as folloae:
= S. 5 0
1	 env: t:9 thickness bin ag%iivelent to a reductl ,)n of local surface Reynolds 3umberk.
'o a alue P  I then
q:
R.
i'slr4 y	 ne -,crar..etar, C_,a cen be computed as a function of Rx. / Rx using aqua-
( 1i), auu (U.). 1"As function is preseated in figure-<.
:.o% if	 wing is to be operated Lt a design vulus F L , the s^inimum number of slots
required is V e integer in the rrttc,	 /Rx. If it Is decided to use n slots tt.e
required value of Ri is given by
_ R^— R„
R.'
	
R x	 n	 0111(;VxL YAGFt ^`'
R	 R^^ R„ — I	 OF pWlt QUALITY
or
and from figure 4 the required value of C.qS ray to detorr+iaed.
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The total number of el ,)ta Is 2 n,	 for rot:: aurf • see, and tte totel volume
coefficient is therefore
CQ 2n Co ad t
= 2n Cma S t
I I n Cc4i RXJ -R-^ R,
The equivalent dreg coefficient for the power expended by the blower is by
equation (3)
C p — C Q — Co +k^s Is
which assumes the discharge velocity to be equal to flight velocity. Figures L
to 4 were constructed by assuming the inlet loss to be equal to q, i.e. Cp . 0,
and using duot loss coefficients of IL=  0, .5. end 1., with r1E . 0.75.
w
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